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Yesterday, the Bitcoin price surged after certain details of Biden’s executive order on crypto leaked. The bullish optimism returned to
the market with BTC hitting almost $43K and the majority of tokens printing daily highs. 

The momentum quickly evaporated and today's market is back in red territory. Over $100 Billion evaporated as BTCUSD price fully
retracted after the "Biden Pump". At the moment of this report, the asset has broken the $39K support once again and seems to be
heading towards the previous demand zone at $34K. 
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At the time of the report, the market is pointing red, with some altcoins declining twice more than Bitcoin. 

The biggest gainer over the past 24 hours turns out to be WAVES that are up 22.5% over the period. Waves is followed by RUNE (4%) and
SNX (3.7%). 
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On another note, Ethereum gas fees have officially dropped to their lowest yearly level. The average cost of a transaction on the Ethereum network has fallen
below $10, the fee has not been this low since Aug 21. 

During several months, Gas fees surged to monthly highs due to a rise in interest in NFT and DeFi ecosystems but the ETH transaction average cost has fallen
by 83% since the last peak of Jan 22 when it touched $50. For those using the network, this is very good news as Ether was expensive, staying behind key rivals
such as Cardano, Polkadot, and Solana. 
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The overall crypto network activity was significantly down
during February, with several on-chain metrics such as
active addresses registering a two figure decline. On-
chain data shows that Cardano and Polkadot were the
worst performers in terms of active addresses and
transaction count. 

On the network value side, BTC outperformed the rest of
the assets as the majority of investors uncertain about
the market, transformed their Altcoin holdings into
Bitcoin. In contrast, ADA, ETH, and DOT market values fell
over 12% each.

Finally, network security saw quite a volatile month with
BTC and ETH hash rates rising to 197 EH/s and 1 EH/s
respectively. Both crypto giants saw reductions from
miner wallets in USD terms as prices fell. BTC’s miner
market cap fell to $178.6Bn while the ETH market cap
dropped to $66Bn. 
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The on-chain indicator Z-Score, is
used to assess when a crypto asset is
overvalued or undervalued relative to
its "fair value", as underlined by the
deviation between its market cap and
realized cap.

The daily change in this metric shows
that traders' losses during this bear
cycle are statistically significant (one
standard deviation below the
historical mean).

Investors are closely monitoring BTC
Realised Cap-Net Position Change as
realised losses of this magnitude
converge with all significant bear
market lows in the past. 
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The proportion of on-chain volume that is in profit is near a historical bottom. The metric has reached 47.5% this week. In previous
bear cycles (highlighted in red in the chart) the max decline was up to 55%, which means that we could be near the end of the current
bearish cycle. 
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By analysing the profit and losses by return bands, it is evident that significant losses have been sustained for over two months now.
The overall degree of loss realised by Short Term Holders (STH) is still far from extreme capitulation levels such as the one
experienced in the 2018 bear market, March 2020, or in May 2021.

The on-chain metric is showing there is still space for a further drop as we are no way near previous bear cycles. 
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The chart above shows the profit or loss realised by Long-Term holders (LTH). The most important observation in this chart is the
decline in the degree of spending but not necessarily the degree of withdrawal. In other words, LTHs are just a small portion of the
whole sell-side activity in the markets. Therefore, can be concluded that only retail traders are panicking and selling, not whales.  The
historically low magnitude of both STH and LTH losses may be signaling increasing probabilities of aggregate seller exhaustion.
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